Core
Services
Close Protection

Residential Security Surveys

Investigations

Our carefully selected personal
protection officers work with you
to create a security programme
to ensure any threat to you
and your family is mitigated in
the office, at home and whilst
travelling.

We survey client’s homes ranging
from the country estates and
villas to town and city penthouses
and apartments. Our surveys are
concise and readable and we will
liaise with installers to efficiently
upgrade home security measures.

Running a successful investigation
requires a tenacious and
methodical approach and then
sifting through vast swathes of
material to identifying salient
pieces of evidence. All of which
requires skill and good judgment.
Our analysts are experts at
not missing anything, even the
seemingly innocuous.

Security Teams

Business Risk Assessments

Surveillance

A residential security team can
be allocated to mitigate against
crime and intrusion in private
properties.
We deploy intelligent, culturally
aware men and women, whose
pedigree speaks for us.

Risk to a business comes from
more than just break-ins. Our
assessments look at everything
from communications policy and
reputation management to cyber
security and online exposure.
We can help to mitigate threats
to a business from any angle.

We use our targets own
psychology against them in order
to secure result, our surveillance
operatives are highly experienced
and many have backgrounds in
law enforcement, the military
or government allowing us to
choose from diverse and unique
sets of skills.

Security Managers

TSCM Bug Sweeps

Forensics

A Security Manager can add value
to any busy family office, business
or household by managing
the safety and security of all
family members and staff. Our
manager’s work across the globe
within overseas operations
ranging from homes and
businesses to construction
sites and film sets.

Our TCSM ‘bug sweep’ teams use
the latest technology combined
with years of technical experience
to identify physical listening and
monitoring devices. Our work can
ensure that you, your family and
your business have total privacy
wherever you are.

Our state of the art Digital
Forensics and eDiscovery service
line can help you to prepare
data in response to regulation
or litigation, identify theft and
add evidence to a legal case or
dispute.
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